A truly" great heritage that modern Amerlea, and other parts of the worht to a smaller degree, acquired from the aborigines of the New World is corn. Out of 1he thousands of variations in this extremely mutable plant that very likely existed countless generations "~o, the American In(li:ms, especially in the highlamls of Peru but also elsewhere, selected and thus preserved for posterity certain more wduable forms. Had it not been for ~heir intervention, modern man might not have corn at all, for tile plant cannot exist in the wild without care :rod cultivation, and the potentially vahlable variations among countless useless ones that may have existed at one time might have been lost forever. What was the original plant like and where did it grow? These two questions have plagued botanical science for more than five centuries, "rod have been the particular concern of a few bot'mists who have sought the answer. One of these botanists has been Professor We'ttherwax of Indiana University, and in this admirably written book he has presented, "tmong many other aspects of corn, a very objective evahmtion of the various hypotheses that trove been advanced toward answering these two queries.
When by the Spanish, French and English in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, they found corn cultivated over :~ tremendously extensive area, not continuously but scattered and highly concentrated in some regions, from southern Ontario to the pamp:~s borders of the Argentine. Nowhere, in this vast expanse, has corn ever been found in a truly wild state, and nowhere has a genuine fossil of it been discovered, despite reports to the contrary. Most famous of the latter concerned an allegedly petrified ear some years ago in a curio shop in Cuzco, Peru, which was later placed in the Smithsonian Institution. It was even given a scientific plant name, but years later, when finally subjected to dissection, was found to be a cleverly made artifact containing three small pellets of clay in an enclosed cavity which had probably served as a chikl's rattle. Many archeotogical deposits of corn have been located, but they, too, shed no light on the botanical origin of this great crop plant; the oktest of them, in caves of New Mexico once inhabited by primitive men of the American Southwest, have been estimated on the basis of radiocarbon analysis to be between 3,500 and 4,500 years old. As a result of this lack of direct evklence concerning the origin, botanically and geographically, of corn, it has become necessary to seek the most acceptable solution through botanical analysis, and this has directed atHeviews tention to two other American genera of grasses--Euchlaena, commonly known as " teosinte ", and Tripsacum--which resemt)le corn closer than any other pl-mts. Out of such studies came the hypothesis, years ago, that teosinte actually is wihl corn; at another time that cultivated corn :lrose as a hybrid between teosinte and some other plant. The latest explanation, proposed in 1939 and based on extensive genetic "rod other evidence, maintains that pod, or tunicaW, corn, which has persisted from ancient times, is essentially wihl corn; that cultivated corn developed from it somewhere in the vicinity of Bolivia and Para~my; and that teosinte came into existence recently, probably as late as A.D. 600, through hybridization of corn and Tripsacum. Pod corn is -t form in which each kernel on an ear is surrounded by six small, enveloping, husk-like structures which in some variations are an inch or two in length so as to completely conceal each kernel, just as the larger husk envelops the entire ear.
Doctor Weatherwax, in his book, discusses the pros and cons of all these hypotheses, especially that concerning pod corn, since it has attracted considerable attention the past decade, and then concludes:
"By way of summary it may be noted that: although the tunicate character is primitive in quality, and it is admitted that the wild maize plant must have had its grains 
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(.evered t)v bracts, the other characteristics of the plant do not fit properly into our c(mcept ()f the ~eneral course of evolution in the grass fanfily'; homozy'gous pod corn is not a very promising phmt to be expected m live independently; in descriptive chztracter and heredity pod corn is similar to some odu~r nmtations in maize which :ire regarded as monstrosities. Because of these short-~'omings in pod corn, we are disposed to mark it off the list of likely candidates for t}~e role of the ancestor of cultivated maize ", In lieu of all the foregoing hypotheses, t'rot'essor We'ttherwax favors the simple conservative view that corn, teosinte and tripsacmn vvolved from a single ancestral stock by .r, tinary divergent evolution, and that the American aborigines, the Aztecs and the Mayas on the Mexican plateau and in the hi,~hlands of Guatemala, saved the non-selfsustaining corn from extinction because of its value to them as a source of food.
In "tddition to discussing the foregoing sl.:dlenging problem, " Indian Corn in Old Americ't " contains chapters on the names dmt have been applied to this great food plant; on the history of its discovery, intro-,luction into and reception in Europe: on the remarkable agricultural practices of the American Indians in making it their principal source of food; on their actual use of it; • rod on its descriptive morpholozy. By parching, boiling or grindin~ the kernels, the Indians converted them into forms suirab|e for the preparation of variou~ items of diet.
" Long ago, somewhere in Mexico or Central
America, but nobody knows exactly when or where or whether more than once, some ingenious Indian discovered that if wood ashes or quicklime were placed in the water in which corn was boiled, the hulls (pericarps) of the grains would be softened and loosened so that they could be removed by washing, and the food value of the renminder of the grain would not be seriously impaired. This became in time the basic l)rocess in preparing the dry grain for food over a large area ".
In addition to converting the grain into various articles of food and suckine the juice of the stalks because of its sweetness, some tribes of Indians, especially" those of South America, made alcoholic beverages from corn. Most famous of such products, and still the "national " drink in the Andes of Peru, is chieha, the fermentation of which is l)romoted in a variety of ways rather
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(Cm~ti~,!Led Jrom ?o. ~) revohing to Europeans and their descendants. Another strongly intoxicating beverage derived from corn was known as " uinapi" and as " sora ", the first of these appellations being derived from a Quechua word meaning " to ~row" in allusion to the fact that the grain used in preparing the liquor had already begun to grow, much as sprouted barley is today rim means of commercially producing malt.
Among the less common uses of corn by American Indians were: giving it. as fodder to domesticated herbivorous animals (llamas) in Peru; wrappin~ tamales in the husks and using the latter also as cigarette wrappers; preparing medicinal concoctions from the silks; giving pink-to-purple tints to alcoholic beverages by adding the water-soluble pigment extractable from the grains of certain v-trieties; using corn smut for food, and the black sooty spores of the fungus, mixed with grease, as a face paint for ceremonial purposes; and carefully measuring the kernels as money in obtaining other necessities of life. In connection with this role of corn as a means of exchange, one Mexican historian has related that some of the people in the reign of the Montezumas, when faced by starvation as t.he result of two years of midsummer frost and one of drought, moved to more favorable places where they could exchange their children for corn--a young girl for 400 ears, but a boy was worth about 500. Perhaps most intriguing of these uses, if one of them can be said to be more so than any others, was the following. The pith of the stems was co'trsely ground, mixed with a binder made of glutinous material from the crushed bulbs of certain species of orchid, and thus converted into a piaster that was made into images by being applied to and molded over frameworks made of corn leaves and stalks with fingers of twisted or braided turkey feathers.
Some varieties of corn in the moist rich lowlands of southern Mexico and Central Mexico grow 20 feet tall with stems so large • rod firm that they have long been and still are used to build houses. Corn silk is still included in the U. S. Dispensatory, and a few years ago, when the supply of it was cut off from certain cheap-labor areas of southeastern Europe, American corn growers were asked to quote prices at which they could furnish tons of this material. But the American Indians, though they smoked cigarettes made of tobacco or of corn silks wrapped in corn husks, or smoked these items in clay pipes, apparently did not learn to make corn-cob pipes, made famous by the American farm boy generations later.
The foregoing are but a few of the many (Continued on p. 7/4) liarly strong position to counter con> petition, even with the juice products from other areas.
The question of what area will hold the market is not, perhaps, the prime question; rather it is what policies will survive.
Few characteristics of the present market arc more questionable th-m those revolving around the current restriction policies. The maintenance of the market as a fresh fruit outlet may well force a re-evaluation of policies which influence the level of fresh fruit prices.
The t)rime interest in this paper has been the interrelationships that exist between the lemon industw's economic conditions and policies, on the one hand, and the fruit production and handling techniques on the other. The development of these techniques has enabled the California industry to satisfy a highly complex structure of demands for lemons.
The resulting localization of the industry has enabled its leaders to build up a control program which has served as a model for most other experiments of this type during the last quarter century.
The control program, moreover, appears to have accentuated the use of certain of these fruit-handling techniques to a point where serious problems exist in terms of the quality of fruit delivered and of equities among growers.
